“Marriage Was Made In Heaven”
The special Creation of Adam and Eve is the foundation of the Church's teaching on Holy
Marriage and the Family. The anti-culture of death is based on a denial of this fundamental
doctrine. Please allow Hugh Owen, the convert son of Sir David Owen, the first Secretary
General of International Planned Parenthood, to show you how to stop fighting the
symptoms and identify and eradicate the roots of the anti-culture of death.

Presented by the Kolbe Center for the Study of Creation
Presenter: Hugh Owen, Director, Kolbe Center for the Study of Creation
•

What light do Scripture, Tradition, and authoritative Magisterial teachings of the past shed on the
origins of Man and Holy Marriage?

•

How does sound natural science judge the hypothesis of human evolution?

•

How do the answers to these questions relate to the current crisis of faith and morals? Bring your
questions, find the answers at this fascinating seminar!

Where: Worthington-Columbus Double tree Hotel across from the Pontifical College
Josephinum --- Exit from I-270 North onto North Rt. 23, High St Worthington; then two
blocks, right on E. Campus View Blvd and another two blocks and right onto High Cross Blvd
to Doubletree. NOTE: If coming from I-270 you must exit in far right lane to avoid tunnel.

When: Wednesday, February 15, 2017 in the Oak Room, Doubletree Hotel – hosted by the
International Paleo-chronology group www.dinosaurc14ages.com
Seminar Program 7 PM to 10:00 PM --- no charge, donations appreciated

Hugh Owen short Bio
On February 15, 2017, from 7-10 PM @ Doubletree Hotel in Worthington OH, across from the
Pontifical College Josephinum, Hugh Owen will speak on, “MARRIAGE WAS MADE IN
HEAVEN.” The special Creation of Adam and Eve is the foundation of the Church's teaching on
Holy Marriage and the Family. The anti-culture of death is based on a denial of this
fundamental doctrine. Please allow Hugh Owen, the convert son of Sir David Owen, the first
Secretary General of International Planned Parenthood, to show you how to stop fighting the
symptoms and identify and eradicate the roots of the anti-culture of death. The international
Paleo-chronology Group will host Hugh.
Mr. Owen directs the Kolbe Center for the Study of Creation which provides a forum for
Catholic theologians, philosophers, and natural scientists all over the world who are
dedicated to making sure that the evidence for and against the theory of evolution is made
available to Church leaders and to the lay faithful. In the year of Darwin, Mr. Owen and his
colleagues participated in four conferences on creation and evolution at major academic
centers in Europe, including a conference at Gustav Siewerth Akademie in Germany which
received the explicit blessing and encouragement of Pope Benedict XVI. Mr. Owen's
presentation will deepen your faith in the wisdom and goodness of God and in the perfect
harmony between natural science and divine revelation. For more information, please
contact Hugh Miller at 614-263-8613.

